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Summary
Every year, more than 300,000 foreign students are enrolled in colleges
and universities across the United States, yet very little is known about
their contacts with the resident population. International exchanges off
campus could be significant for both parties. This study examines the
amount, type, goals, and consequences of contacts between foreign students
and the residents of a local community. Using the case-study approach,
we have selected a town and two campuses with attributes that are not
uncommon to the foreign student experience.
The study site is a college town in the Northeast. It has a homogenous
population of about 33,000 residents. There are two campuses in town,
a large public university and a small private college. The large school has
more than 1,000 foreign students while the small school has fewer than
50 foreign students. Foreign students from many nations have studied in
this college town for many decades.
Several types of data on contacts between foreign students and
townspeople were collected in the period from January to June 1986. A
mail survey of the foreign student population produced more than 455
responses. Ten "focus groups" were conducted, involving a total of 89 foreign
students. About 50 personal interviews with foreign students, townspeople,
campus staff, faculty, and American students also took place. We thus
gathered both systematic survey data and qualitative, in-depth information.
The key findings are as follows:
• Fewer than one in three foreign students surveyed knew "a lot" or
"some" town residents by name, although 85 percent perceived town
residents as "friendly."
• More than half the foreign students surveyed did not recollect either
pleasant or unpleasant encounters with townspeople. One in four mentioned
pleasant encounters only, one in eight cited both pleasant and unpleasant
contacts, and 7 percent could remember only unpleasant encounters.
• Foreign students with town contacts were no more likely than others
to have plans to remain in the United States after training was completed.
Despite the lack of town encounters, most students said they would
recommend the school and area to others from their nation.
• Townspeople generally are unaware of the foreign student presence.
The vast majority of contacts are business-related, and these casual
encounters are largely friendly. A group of about 100 townspeople participate
in more regular, formalized activities with foreign students. These activities
include a host-family program, a foreign student wives' group, an annual

town orientation, and various religious events. The townspeople involved
in these activities are mostly older people, faculty and their spouses, religious
people, and world travelers.
• Most foreign students place little value on town encounters. For those
who are involved, these contacts offer survival skills, networking with other
foreign students, relief from homesickness and loneliness, an opportunity
to learn about American culture, and a platform for teaching others about
their culture.
• Most town residents place little value on foreign student encounters.
For the small number of volunteers, the contacts offer Christian mission
work, opportunities to teach about the American way, a chance to have
interactions with other cultures, and relief from loneliness.
• Foreign students generally approve of the programs organized by the
town, although some complain that more informal and varied contacts would
be desirable. University staff tend to agree with these complaints, while
town residents seem content with the status quo.
• Several factors seem to affect international exchanges off campus. The
generally amicable state of town-gown relations makes for pleasant contacts
between foreign students and townspeople, while the degree of
encouragement offered under the policies of the various campuses sets
the parameters for contacts. The small scale of the college town under
study offers unique opportunities for interactions. The attributes of the
foreign students themselves also influence the amount and number of
exchanges. Those who are married, older, and living off campus, and those
in certain "sought after" nationalities, have a better chance of meeting
townspeople. By contrast, the existence of foreign student associations may
reduce town-foreign student contacts.
International exchanges off campus at our study site are relatively rare
and are not highly significant for most foreign students and townspeople.
But for those on both sides of the exchanges that do take place, the
experiences are mostly positive and serve many useful functions. Studies
in suburban and urban settings would help determine if our findings are
exceptional or typical.

